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AWAITING ELI is known for their outstanding skillset, combining crushing guitars with an explosive 
low end, along with a dynamic range of melodic vocals. This electrifying four-piece arena rock group is one of 
the most exciting new bands, having come a long way from Omaha, Nebraska’s vibrant music scene. 
Awaiting Eli began its’ official formation in January of 2013, and has finally completed a lineup that will be 
sure to leave an impression with every listener. The method of their delivery is to engage every household 
with nostalgic sounds of the 80’s, 90’s and 2000’s with a modern twist that penetrate the very depths of the 
soul through front man, Eric Tomes’ rich, strong vocals. With the powerful riffs of lead guitarist Bobby Braz by 
his side, Carlos Shadowsin resounding on bass guitar and Justin Essink on the drums, Awaiting Eli brings an 
invigorating new sound to the music scene that is sure to pierce the body while constantly propelling their 
limitations. 
 
 
Awaiting Eli serves its’ name well. Eli is a Hebrew word meaning height. To this band, Awaiting Eli’s name 
functions as a motivation to take their music to a greater height. They are always pushing themselves to 
consistently grow in their craft, go higher and higher, and never stop. Over the years, Awaiting Eli feature 
members that are pulled from a myriad of various influences including Alice in Chains, Sevendust, Chevelle, 
Def Leppard, Alter Bridge, Thirty Seconds to Mars, Aerosmith, Guns N Roses and many other greats. 
 
 
Awaiting Eli’s innovative style, raw energy and unique rhythm coupled with their own distinguished tunes in 
the entertainment industry helps in captivating their audience attention around the globe. The group aims to 
bring an invigorating new sound to the music scene, as well as to spread their wings throughout the US and 
abroad with their tasteful brand of alternative rock and grunge. In August 2015, the band released its 
freshman hard rock full-length album, Lifeless. The album was a huge success and won the hearts of many in 
the entertainment industry. Shortly after finishing recording the first album, Awaiting Eli hit the road. The band 
spent the later part of 2014 through the end of 2016 touring the US, playing shows almost every night. Eric 
Tomes (singer, songwriter and guitarist) spent a small portion of time in the band Apollo Under Fire with Peter 
Klett of Candlebox. Over the years of performing in venues of various levels, Awaiting Eli has shared the 
stage with many of the industry's top performers like Smile Empty Soul, Eve 6, Tantric, Gemini Syndrome, 
Saliva, Autograph, Sidewise, Lola Black and many others.  
 
 
Awaiting Eli’s level of dedication to their fans, professionalism, charisma, and selflessness distinguishes 
them. Awaiting Eli is fully under way on its 2nd full-length album with freshness on this project that is sure to 
set fire when it's released, and with Eric Tomes as Awaiting Eli's new front man, this album is assured to be 
the best radio rock album ever to be delivered to its fans. Music is Awaiting Eli life and they make use of it to 
reach out to the whole world in their own tune. They have established an impressive and ever-growing music 
career with their passion and determination to reach a peak, being a secret to their success.  
 
 

 
“We simply take joy in the human experience while pushing our limitations,  

taking ourselves higher in this modern age of music. 
We enjoy this journey by interacting with music fans online, 

as well as thriving in the moment with the crowd 
 in the live atmosphere setting!” – Eric Tomes 


